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The past
The present
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So, how’s it going?
So, how’s it going?
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• Library Created Information

















What have we done 
with all this 
information?
Information Syndication














• Site Web - Early web, focus on individual 
sites, lists, guides
• Search Web - Searching a network of 
websites, Google dominated
• Context Web - Search is not enough.  We 
expect services to know about us.
Site Web/Search Web
Better?
• A site that noticeably includes librarian 
suggestions?
• A site that noticeably includes peer 
recommendations?
• A site that easily makes resources available 
• based on what it knows about you? 
• based on what you’ve explicitly saved?
• A site that makes resource recommendations 
based on what courses you are taking or teaching?
• And knows what courses you are associated with?
What next?
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